
Managing 
plagiarism: 
Similarity Check



What’s in a name?!
• CrossCheck —> Crossref Similarity Check 
• More cohesive approach to naming and branding: the aim is to 
stem confusion and provide clear messages and useful resources 

• Across whole Crossref portfolio 
• See blog: 
http://blog.crossref.org/2016/04/brand-guide-names-logos.html  

• So while it may be a bit of a pain short term it will be worth it!  



Similarity Check Database!

• Not plagiarism detection
• What are papers checked against?

• 53 million items from over 1200 Crossref organizations 
participating in the service

• Actively working to improve the speed and 
comprehensiveness of indexing

• 105 million items from other content partners like 
Pearson, McGraw Hill, Cengage, EBSCOHost

• Over 60 billion web pages archived back nearly a decade



Who is Using the Service?!

• Over 1200 Crossref publishers

• Over 100 Brazilian publishers!

• Japan, South Korea, Turkey are all increasing usage
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Setting up the Service!

• Must be registering content and assigning DOIs in 
order to start using the service

• Content must be indexed to be added to the Turnitin 
database

• Indexing is done via as-crawled URLs. These must 
be present in your Crossref DOI deposit metadata



What are as-crawled URLs?!

• Link used by Turnitin’s crawler service to identify 
and index the content associated with your DOIs

• The as-crawled URL points the location of the full-
text content, either PDF or HTML, associated with 
the DOI. 

• New DOIs the URL an be included as part the 
deposit metadata

• Existing DOIs maybe updated 



Using the Service!

• Upload document you wish to check
• a similarity report is produced
• compare side-by-side
• editor makes a judgment of whether there is a case 
of plagiarism or legitimate duplication



Similarity report!



What issues are publishers looking for!

• Poor, missing, or incomplete references
• Self-plagiarism/text recycling
• Unattributed use of parts of another person’s work
• Submitting another person’s work as your own



How are people using it?!

Publishers putting more time and effort into their 
plagiarism policies

•  Resources (staff & time)
•  Cost
•  Workflow
•  What will you look for & how will you look for it?
•  Education
•  Follow-up actions 





Education and 
Punishment



Cost!

• Administrative fee = 20% of Crossref member fee
• ABEC pays one fee that covers all representative 
members who wish use the service

• Document checking fees paid annually to Turnitin
• Each publisher has their own login
• More cost effective than joining Turnitin directly



Questions?!


